Abstract-This paper presents two bus coding schemes for power optimization of application-specific systems: Partial Bus-Invert coding and its extension to Multiway Partial Bus-Invert coding. In the first scheme, only a selected subgroup of bus lines is encoded to avoid unnecessary inversion of relatively inactive and/or uncorrelated bus lines which are not included in the subgroup. In the extended scheme, we partition a bus into multiple subbuses by clustering highly correlated bus lines and then encode each subbus independently. We describe a heuristic algorithm of partitioning a bus into subbuses for each encoding scheme. Experimental results for various examples indicate that both encoding schemes are highly efficient for application-specific systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, power consumption has been a critical design constraint in the design of digital systems due to widely used portable systems. Although the power consumption of a system can be reduced at various phases of the design process from system level down to process level, optimization at a higher level can often provide more power savings. Among the architectural components at the system level, buses that interconnect subsystems are important components, which consume a significant power. Especially, a great deal of power is consumed during off-chip bus driving due to the large off-chip driver, the pad capacitance, and the large off-chip capacitance [1] . Power consumed by off-chip driving becomes more dominant as devices are scaled down because the off-chip capacitance does not depend on process technology but depends on the package and PCB technologies. It becomes even more dominant if costs must be lowered by employing cheaper package. Therefore, a considerable amount of power can be saved by reducing power consumption in the bus.
In this paper, we propose a new bus coding scheme, called Partial Bus-Invert (PBI) coding, where the conventional bus-invert (BI) coding [2] technique is used but it is applied only to a selected subset of bus lines. We can select such a subset statically if the information about the sequence of memory access patterns is available after the algorithm of an application is specified. Consequently, we focus on data address buses of application-specific systems such as signal and image processing applications. We propose a heuristic algorithm that exploits both transition correlation and transition probability in order to find a subset of bus lines such that the total number of bus transitions are minimized. We also investigate the overhead effect of encoding/decoding circuits and propose a method of incorporating them in selecting Manuscript received April 4, 1998 
II. RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION
There are various low-power coding methods for data buses: BI code [2] for uncorrelated data patterns and probability-based mapping [3] for patterns with nonuniform probability densities. For instruction address patterns, Gray code [4] , T0 code [5] , and inc-xor [3] are efficient. Working zone encoding [6] is well suited both for instruction and data address patterns. In application-specific systems, where the information about the sequence of patterns is available a priori, the characteristics of patterns can be exploited to efficiently reduce bus transitions. The Beach Solution [7] performs well in this case.
The behavior of data addresses is somewhat different from that of data itself or instruction addresses. First, they are less sequential than instruction addresses. In case of some memory-intensive applications such as image processing algorithms, it is mostly out of sequence. Second, we can hardly assume that data addresses are random even though they are more random than instruction addresses. Usually, the signal probability and/or transition probability of some of bus lines are biased toward 0 or 1, that is, some of the bus lines are far from random. Consequently, we are encouraged to exploit statistical information in order to efficiently reduce transitions on the data address buses.
The motivation of PBI coding is based on the observation that all the previously proposed coding schemes take the entire bus line into account for bus coding. However, the overhead of the encoding/decoding circuits increases with the number of bus lines involved in bus encoding. In PBI coding, we attain two goals at the same time: minimizing the number of bus lines involved in bus coding thereby minimizing the overhead and minimizing the total number of bus transitions.
III. PARTIAL BUS-INVERT CODING

A. Problem Formulation
BI coding requires one extra bus line, called invert, to inform the receiver side whether a current pattern is inverted or not. In BI coding, if the Hamming distance (the number of bits resulting in a transition) between the present pattern and the last pattern of the bus (also counting the transition on the invert line) is larger than half the bus width, the present pattern is transmitted with each bit inverted. Now, consider that we encode only m lines out of total n bus lines leaving the remaining lines unencoded. For the patterns randomly distributed in time and mutually independent in space, the more bus lines are encoded with BI coding, the more reduction in bus transitions can be obtained. Specifically, let E(m) be the expected number of transitions per encoded pattern when we take m out of n bus lines for BI coding while leaving the remaining bus lines unencoded. Then it can be shown that decrease becomes smaller as m increases. In summary, we can obtain the maximum transition reduction when all the bus lines are involved in BI coding. However, the monotonicity does not hold when the behavior of patterns deviates from random distribution and mutual independence. In other words, the minimum of the expected number of transitions may occur at any m 2 [0; n], which depends on the behavior of the patterns. This is especially the case for patterns on data address buses. In data address buses, some of the bus lines are usually far from random, meaning that it may be inefficient to encode those lines with BI coding. However, it is difficult to quantitatively determine the criterion of how far from random the bus lines should be if they are not to be included in BI coding. Let us take an example of linear prediction [8] . Fig. 2 shows the statistics of signal probability and transition probability of data address patterns obtained from typical runs of the linear prediction program. Obviously it is inefficient to include bit 0 and 1 of the bus for encoding because they are far from random. However, it is not easy to answer the following questions.
Does it help to include bit 4 or 11 for encoding? Which set of bus lines results in the minimum bus transitions when only the set is included in bus encoding?
This decision problem with the nonmonotonicity of E(m) forms the optimization problem:
• given data address patterns of application-specific systems, • select a subgroup of bus lines for BI coding such that the total number of transitions in the bus is minimized with/without including that of encoding/decoding circuits.
B. Overview
In PBI coding, we partition a bus B into two subbuses based on ), where i is the time index, n is the bus width, and b j i is the value of a bus line b j at time i. We partition B into a selected subbus S and the remaining subbus R such that S contains bus lines having higher transition correlation and/or higher transition probability and R contains the remaining bus lines. Because the bus lines in R have low correlation with those in S and low transition activity, inverting those in R may increase rather than decrease the transition activity. Therefore, by applying BI coding only to the subbus S, we can reduce the hardware overhead as well as decrease the total number of bus transitions.
Once B is partitioned, PBI coding is performed as follows: We compute the Hamming distance between S 0 i01 and S i (also counting a transition at the invert line), where S 0 i01 is an encoded version of Si01. If it is larger than jSj=2, set the invert line to 1 and invert the lines in S i without inverting the lines in R i . Otherwise, set invert = 0 and let B i uninverted.
C. Selection Algorithm of the Subbus
The performance of PBI coding depends on the selection of the subbus S. Unfortunately, it is intractable 1 to find an optimum set S opt B such that PBI coding for S opt results in the minimum number of total transitions. Thus, we propose a linear-time heuristic algorithm that explores only n configurations to find the one which results in the minimum number of total transitions by exploiting both transition correlation and transition probability.
For jth bus line, the transition encoding is defined as 
The transition correlation coefficient or simply correlation coefficient for two bus lines (jth and kth) is defined by
where j is the standard deviation of t j . K jk is the covariance of t j and t k and defined by
where Efxg is the expected value of x and mj is the mean of tj . The selection algorithm is outlined in Fig. 3 . Initially, we select the line with the highest transition probability (L5) and then make the first configuration (L6). At each iteration of the while loop (L7), we select a line b j that maximizes the sum of the transition probability of b j and the average correlation coefficient between b j and the lines already selected (L8) and then make a configuration (L9). Among the resulting configurations, we select the one that yields the minimum number of total bus transitions (L12).
As a selection metric, we use the transition probability together with the average of correlation coefficients with the bus lines already selected (L7 of Fig. 3) , based on the observation that the maximum gain can be obtained if we invert bus lines with high probability of having transitions together. Fig. 4 shows the result of the algorithm for the 32-b wide data address patterns used in a lowpass filter [9] . The figure indicates that as we add bus lines for PBI coding with the heuristic algorithm, transitions are reduced in a way similar to those of random patterns as expected by (1), which is plotted in Fig. 1 . However, if we select more than 27 bus lines, the number of transitions increases sharply. This sharp increase is contributed by the bus lines whose transitions occur in a way relatively opposite to already selected bus lines and/or whose switching activity is very small.
Another fact, observed in Fig. 4 , is that there is an interval where the variation of transitions is not significant meaning that the number of transitions is relatively independent on the number of bus lines selected for PBI coding. Consequently, if we take internal transitions of encoding/decoding circuits into account for power optimization, the best configuration may be found near the leftmost point of the interval rather than the point which yields the least transitions. In complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) circuits, the dynamic power is proportional to load capacitance and switching activity. Based on this property, we define the total effective bus transitions, denoted by T e , as follows:
where T bus total bus transitions; T int total number of transitions in the encoding/decoding circuits; Cint average capacitance of the node in the internal circuits; C bus total off-chip capacitance per bus line.
By using (5), we count the number of effective transitions at L11 of Fig. 3 to include the effect of the encoding/decoding circuits.
While we can obtain the value of T bus by simply counting the number of transitions from the encoded patterns, it is time-consuming to obtain the accurate value of Tint. However, such accuracy is not needed for our purpose because T int is multiplied by a relatively small constant before it is added to T bus . We take a probabilistic approach to estimate Tint. When we encode m bus lines with BI coding, the encoding logic requires 2m XOR gates and a majority voter with m + 1 inputs (including the invert line) and the decoding logic requires m XOR gates. Because the majority voter contributes to most of the total number of transitions at the encoding/decoding circuits (T int ), we approximate T int as the number of transitions in the majority voter.
This assumption yields where denotes gate equivalents of a full adder and N(x) is the approximate number of full adders used in the majority voter with x inputs, given by N(x) = x 0 2:
The derivation can be found in Appendix A. ap is the average transition probability of m bus lines and L is the number of patterns. There are approximately N(m + 1) gates in the majority voter with average input transition probability ap. 
IV. MULTIWAY PARTIAL BUS-INVERT CODING
In PBI coding, we partition a bus into two subbuses and then encode only one subbus while leaving the remaining one unencoded. For this two-way partitioning, we heuristically take account of transition probability as well as transition correlation. PBI coding gives good results for a subbus as long as the lines in the subbus are highly correlated with respect to transition. Therefore, we can extend PBI coding for multiple subbuses to obtain more reduction in bus transitions. That is, we can partition a bus into multiple subbuses such that each subbus contains only bus lines that are highly correlated with each other.
In MPBI coding, we partition a bus into multiple subbuses and then apply BI coding independently for each subbus. We need at most k extra invert lines if a bus is partitioned into k subbuses. Because of the internal transitions due to encoding/decoding circuits, some of subbuses may increase total effective bus transitions rather than decrease it. Then we do not encode those subbuses at all. Note that the bus is partitioned based on the correlation so that the number of lines in each subbus is not uniform while a bus is uniformly partitioned in the partitioned BI coding [2] . Fig. 5 outlines the bus partitioning heuristic for MPBI coding. A Generate configuration generates a configuration 2 given a threshold of correlation coefficient, denoted by th . It constructs a subbus at each iteration of while loop (L10). A subbus starts from a bus line which has the highest transition probability and is in the set (R) of lines that are not included in any clusters yet (L11, L12, and L13). It iteratively selects a line in R whose average transition correlation is maximum and larger than th . If such line dose not exist, a new subbus starts.
The set of resulting configurations highly depends on the value of th . However, the optimum value of th , which can generate the best configuration in terms of total transitions, depends on application. Therefore, we generate the configurations for a range of th (L4 and L5). When we count the number of transitions for each configuration (L7), we also include the effect of internal transitions due to encoding/decoding circuits by computing the total effective bus transitions.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we examine the efficiency of PBI and MPBI codings with three experiments. For the total effective bus transitions [see (5)], we assume 30 pF for C bus , 0.2 pF for C int , and 7 for [see (6) ]. For MPBI coding, we construct 100 configurations for each example with min = 0:0, max = 1:0, and step = 0:01, and then select the best configuration that yields the minimum number of total bus transitions. 2 In MPBI coding, a configuration is defined as a partition of the bus, which is a set of subbuses, where a subbus is defined as a set of bus lines.
A. Experiment with Benchmark Examples
We experiment with several benchmark applications [9] collected from typical image or signal processing algorithms, which are frequently implemented as application-specific systems. We assume 32-b wide data address buses for all the applications and extract the data address patterns issued by a SPARC processor. The result is shown in Table I , which is divided in two parts: comparing the total bus transitions (T bus ) and comparing the total effective bus transitions (T e ). For each coding method, we show the percentage of reduction compared to unencoded case. For PBI coding, we also report the number of bus lines selected (jSj). The column with the heading SA+PBI corresponds to PBI coding after bus lines are selected using simulated annealing [10] instead of the heuristic algorithm. Also shown is the percentage of reduction with the Beach Solution [7] , whose performance is better than working zone encoding [6] except for lowpass, in our experiments.
The reduction of bus transitions with PBI coding is 62.6% on the average and up to 71.8% compared to unencoded case and this is obtained by encoding only 20 out of 32 bus lines on the average. The result with SA indicates that performance of the heuristic algorithm is very satisfactory. The execution time of the heuristic is less than 3 min on Ultra 1. MPBI coding gives the best results for these examples with the number of subbuses in the range of 35. The second part of Table I indicates that the number of bus lines selected for PBI coding (jSj)) can be reduced further (18 on the average) if we take the effect of internal transitions due to encoding/decoding circuits into account.
B. Experiment with Examples from Audio Decoder
We experiment with data address patterns extracted from a realistic example of audio decoder [11] , which is designed with VHDL and then synthesized with the LSI 10k gate library. Fig. 6 shows a block diagram of the audio decoder. The block marked Parser processor reads input data stored in a frame memory and uses data address of 16-b wide to access the external memory marked Buffer. We extract its data address patterns through VHDL simulation. Another patterns are extracted from a block marked FFT processor which accesses memory (not shown in the figure) via data address of 7-b wide for 128-point complex FFT.
The result is shown in Table II with the first set of patterns named parser and the second set of patterns named fft. The result with BI coding is omitted because BI coding has little effect for these examples. However, the reduction with PBI coding and MPBI coding is still substantial. Furthermore, the number of bus lines selected for PBI coding is very small meaning that the overhead due to coding logic is kept small. 
C. PBI Coding for Data Bus
PBI coding is suitable for data address buses of application-specific systems. However, it can be applied for data buses of some applicationspecific systems even though the sequence of patterns is not fixed but its statistics such as dynamic range is available. This is because PBI coding relies on correlation of bus lines but not on patterns themselves. For a data bus employing two's complement representation, the least significant (LS) bits tend to be random whereas the most significant (MS) bits are far from random. There is also an intermediate region separating the regions of the LS and MS bits [12] . These characteristics of a data bus fit very well with the optimization problem in PBI coding. Therefore, we can apply PBI coding for the data bus by using a given set of typical data patterns. With the same argument, MPBI coding can also be applied to the data bus.
We experiment with three example patterns: 32-b wide output speech signal from a noise canceller [13] , 8-b wide data patterns between Parser processor and Buffer of the audio decoder, and 40-b wide data patterns between memory and a 128-point complex FFT processor of the audio decoder. For each example, one set of patterns is used to select the subbus (S ) for PBI coding and to partition a bus into multiple subbuses for MPBI coding. With fixed configuration for each coding scheme, another set of patterns is encoded by each coding scheme. The results are shown together with those of BI coding in Table III with examples named speech, parser, and fft, respectively.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes PBI coding scheme, which is quite efficient for data address buses of application-specific systems though the scheme is general enough to be used in other types of buses such as data buses. In the proposed scheme, we minimize the number of bus lines involved in bus encoding as well as the number of total bus transitions. We present a heuristic algorithm of selecting a subgroup of bus lines such that bus transitions are minimized by encoding only those bus lines. MPBI coding scheme is also proposed to better exploit correlation among bus lines. We present a heuristic to partition a bus into multiple subbuses to be used in MPBI coding. Experimental results show that reductions in the number of bus transitions with both PBI and MPBI coding are substantial for benchmark examples and a large example such as an audio decoder. The performance of the proposed subbus selection algorithm for PBI coding is almost as good as that of simulated annealing in bus transition reduction.
APPENDIX A
Here we derive the approximate number N (x) of full adders (FAs) used in a majority voter circuit with x inputs. The majority voter can be implemented as a tree of FAs as shown in Fig. 7 . The first level (the leftmost column in the figure) consists of x=3 FAs 3 which deliver (x=3)2 inputs to the second level. Then the second level consists of 
where k is the height of the tree. Because the last level consists of a single FA, we require 
3 When x is not divisible by 3, we can use a simplified logic for (x=3)0bx=3c
inputs rather than using a FA. Hence, we maintain a fractional value for the number of FAs.
provided that we maintain a fractional value for k. Solving for k and substitute it in (8)
I. INTRODUCTION
There is an ever-increasing interest in utilizing field-programmable gate array (FPGA)-based computing engines as high-speed, reconfigurable prototyping and emulation systems. An FPGA-based computing engine consists of multiple FPGAs which are interconnected through a certain interconnection architecture. Studies in interconnection architecture [2] , [4] , [1] are abundant in the literature in which various interconnect architecture were proposed.
Interconnection architecture can be classified as two distinct types. In the first type, FPGAs are connected through a certain fixed routing wire, e.g., the interconnection architecture in Splash I [1] , and so on. In the second type, FPGAs are connected through interconnection chips, e.g., the interconnection architecture in Realizer [2] , and so on. The latter interconnection architecture has the advantage, vis-a-vis the former, of higher FPGA logic utilization and delay uniformity [2] . Interconnection architectures using routing chips include one-full-crossbar interconnection architecture as was proposed in [3] and folded-Clos network interconnection architecture as was proposed in BORG [5] and Realizer [2] . The one-full-crossbar interconnection architecture is superior to the folded-Clos network interconnection architecture in terms of routability. However, its size grows as the square of the total pin-count which is not practical for a large number of FPGAs. The folded-Clos network interconnection architecture [2] , [4] has bounded interconnect delay, scales linearly with pin-count and allows hierarchical expansion. However, it requires: 1) the design of an effective partitioning algorith and 2) the design of an effective board routing algorithm. In this paper, we will study a new partitioning algorithm.
Most of the previous partitioning algorithms did not take the routing architecture into consideration. Consequently, although there are partitioning algorithms that minimize the number of chips used [7] , [8] or minimize the number of cut-nets [6] , [9] , the partitioning result produced may not be routable in the folded-Clos interconnect architecture. To take the routability into consideration, we propose a new cost function: the average number of pseudoterminals per net in a multiway cut which turns out to be a good indicator of the routability of a partitioning result. We then design an iterative improvement partitioning algorithm that will reduce the average number of pseudoterminals per net. In our
